
Rudy Sulistyawan is a self-determined professional English Teacher with Direct 
English Kelapa Gading Indonesia and an English Lecturer at a private university in 
Jakarta, University of Mercu Buana. Having been teaching English since February 
2001, Rudy has all experiences, infrastructures, strategies, methodologies, techniques, 
and inter-personal skills on how to troubleshoot students’ problems into complete 
comprehension as well as turning students’ weaknesses into strengths. He 
accomplished his degree in Language & Arts in 2000. 
 
Being committed to continuous improvement in his professionalism as an ESL/EFL 
Teacher, Rudy has been spending his time investment in analyzing and reinventing 
innovations to enable the English Language Teaching Process (ELTP) effective, 
efficient and customer-oriented. He has explored the most workable Teaching Plan (as 
he notoriously ever noted: “There’s no formal teaching without a Pre-determined 
Teaching Plan & its Hedging System”) and discovered that by consistently applying 
these 2 key elements, the transfer of skills and replication skills process will yield a 
real measurable Students’ Leaarning Outcome (SLO). 
 
Uniquely different from others, Rudy’s teaching operation is based on highly-
advanced and intellectual pre-designed teaching methodology. He always creates a 
clear-cut METL (Mission Essential Task Lists) to provide concrete objectives to be 
achieved during students’ acquisition process in every session that he and his students 
have. He also breakthroughs and chunks complicated grammar teaching into what’s 
so-called Plug & Play Techniques which enables practices, acquiring process, and 
securing the lesson learned effectively becomes 3 in 1 Package. To complete the 
acquisition success, Rudy positively develops AAR (After Action Review) to his 
students to improve his students’ comprehension level and boost their confidence 
through counseling on students’ blind spots.  
 
His Hedging System refers to tight control on the developing acquisition process 
which is done periodically and sometimes unpredictably to ensure that certain portion 
of a language focus has been fully comprehended and appropriately used. Thus, when 
a student is detected underperforming one or more of 5 language aspects (Listening, 
Speaking, Reading, Writing and Grammar), Rudy will provide pre-formulated 
solutions to anticipate further recurrence. The fixing process takes place on the spot 
and the students are given practical solutions to take away home for deeper 
reinforcement. 
 
Rudy offers lots of value-added service to his institutions’ clients, among other things 
applying the latest technology software & internet connection in his presentation 
delivery, engaging his students through facebook (find out Rudy Vai) in real-time 
communications and enjoying flexible outing programs arrangement. 
 
In his leisure time Rudy writes, takes part and sometimes performs singing or playing 
guitar at local Jakarta level. He is so keen on guitar instrument & rock n roll world as 
he adopts Joe Satriani, Steve Vai, John Petrucci, Paul Gilbert, Jimmy Hendrix, Nuno 
Bettencourt, The Dream Theater, Van Halen, Chicken Foot, Extreme, Aerosmith, 
MR. BIG, GNR, and some others as his inspiration. His other area of interest is 
macro-economy, investing, sport, and adventure. 
 
Rudy is single and 32 years old now. He resides in Mampang, South Jakarta.  


